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The Breeding of the White-faced Storm Petrel
tPelaqodroma marina) on South Australian Islands.

By Frederic Wood Jones.

The White-faced Storm Petrel is a somewhat obscure little
bird that breeds upon a multitude of islands scattered all along
the south coast of Australia from, at any rate, the eastern end
of Bass Straits to the western end of the Great Australian Bight.
This statement is deliberately made at the outset, because, owing
to the fact that Mud Island in Port Phillip Bay has been so
repeatedly visited by ornithologists from Melbourne, it has
come by tradition to be regarded as being almost the only head
quarters of these beautiful little petrels on the south coast of
Australia. The Mud Island breeding colony is, in fact, a very
minor one, though it has had the distinction of being proclaimed
as a sanctuary", When Campbell and Mattingleyu) declare
that "Mud Island is unique in being one of the few spots on
the south coast of Australia where a species of Storm-Petrels
(Pelagodroma marina) comes to breed ", they give (in some
what involved construction) further currency to this erroneous
idea. There are certainly more than twenty islands on the
south coast of Australia where this bird breeds in far greater
numbers than it does in the little Mud Island colony. It
breeds on our southern off-shore islands in millions; and the
present writer has examined more than a dozen colonies on
different islands lying off the coast of South Australia.

I first came across this bird by finding it. in the early morning
upon the decks of the S.S. ",,yookata " in journeys through the
Bight; and on the S.S. "Quorna ' in Spencer Gulf (1920-1925).
It is easily attracted to light, and when coming aboard at night

. its first instinct is to creep under cover. In this quest it finds
its way into fire buckets, down alleyways, and. even into the
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engine room. By morning light it may be found aboard ship
in mosf unlikely places, and 1 have discovered it in ship's boats,
in cabins, and in the galley at one time or another. In the
Commonwealth Lighthouse ship II Cape York" I have had
birds that have been rescued from the holds and from the oil
which pervadesthe lower regions of an oil-burning ship. More
recently, in the S.S. II Kanimbla ",. a bird came to the ship's
hospital, where lights were on at, night, in a journey from
Adelaide to! Melbourne on January 3rd, 1937.

My first acquaintance with it as a breeding bird was on
November 19th, 1920, when ashore on Price Island during a
visit of the South Australian Harbours Board's S.S. II Con
queror ". Price Island lies off Avoid Point in Lat. 340 41' S.;
Long. 1350 18' E. It is a steep island, 209 feet high, sheer on
all sides, and at the top thereis a fairly level plateau covered
with low bush, mesembryanthemum and grass. In the soil
of this plateau, wherever there is sufficient loose material and
the ground is fairly open, are holes, whiclj look rather like
rat holes, and 'which usually have a scut of foot-printed earth
thrown out around them. The holes lead into burrows that
vary in length and complexity with the nature of the soil in
which they are excavated. In, general the burrows on Price
Island were tortuous, and almost all of those excavated were over
two feet in length., On the occasion of my first visit to Price
Island the birds had only just started laying. Several burrows
were opened by the crew of the II Conqueror" and six eggs and
three birds were secured for the Adelaide Museum. The birds
were taken back to Adelaide alive. The six .eggs were pure
white, without any spots, and all were new laid (Nov. 19).
Three of the eggs were unfortunately broken in the difficult
business of rejoining the boat, but the other three were added
to the Museum collection. During the same voyage. of the
II Conqueror "-on November 26-a landing was made on the
southern island-in the Four Hummocks group that carries the
automatic light. South Hummock Island is 362 feet high and
lies twelve miles south-south-westward from WhidbeyPoint in
Lat. 340 47' S.; Long. 1350 01' E.

Here, On a slope just short of the top of this steep granite
island, was another colony of the Storm Petrels. The colony
is only a small one, since there is but little loose soil into which
the birds can burrow, and many of their tunnels were short and
superficial, being excavated among the roots of the low vegeta
tion. Only three burrows were opened, and three fresh eggs
were taken; these also' were pure white without any trace of
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spots or other markings. On Monday, 24th February, 1936,
this colony on the Hummocks was again visited from the" Cape
York". The burrows were fairly numerous, but not a. single
young or adult bird was found in any burrow. Only 'one dead
bird was picked up among the bushes. Between November,
1920, and February, 1936, the intimate character -of the island
had changed rather remarkably. The area on which the' Petrels
breed had been very considerably denuded by the action of
rain. The vegetation had altered, for the geranium--which
was such a feature of the island on previous visits-was all dead
or dying, and was wholly inconspicuous. All the vegetation
was dried up and the finer earth had been washed away, only
the granite debris being. left in the small- vegetated 'depressions
between the bare granite surfaces. Evidently the area in which
the petrels can breed is steadily diminishing, and the birds arc
forced more and more to make their burrows among the roots
of the stunted vegetation. A few feathers were found in some
nesting chambers, and recent foot-prints were present about the
mouths of the burrows, but all the birds were absent from the
island at 6 a.m. This was. the more remarkable since four
days previously (Feb. 20), in another rookery, the birds in the
burrows ranged from newly-hatched balls of grey down to young
birds with adult plumage to which down still clung. This
colony on. Winceby Island, in the Sir Joseph Banks group in
Spencer Gulf (Lat. 340 29' S.; Long. 1360 17' E.) was visited
during the short stay of the "Cape York". Every burrow
opened contained a young bird, no eggs were found and no adult
birds. On digging out one hole that was typical of the rest
of the petrel burrows, a Rock Parrot (Neophema petrophila)
flew out, and in the nesting chamber at the end of the burrow
its new laid egg was lying on the usual sparse twigs that con
stitute the petrel's nest. It seemed quite obvious that the
parrot was using the petrel's burrow as its nesting place. From
December 3rd, 1936-January 21st, 1937, tlie members of the
McCoy Society camped on Reevesby Island and, from it, visited
all the other islands in the. $ir. Joseph Banks. group. On
December'Bth, the large rookery on the southern end of Reevesby
was examined and eggs, ranging from new-laid to those con-

otaining .large embryos, .were, found. -All the birds incubating
the eggs on that' date proved to be. males... No" female bird
was found incubating .until a single .female was discovered .on

-Decernber 11th, and ~eve_r~l.,v<tre.observed on December 23rd,
_when the: .first newly-hatched young. was met with. . On
Reevesby ' the- breeding' area is confined to the red-soil,' salt
bush area at the southern end of the island: on the very similar



Plate. I.-Entrance to burrows in the nesting area on the
southern end of Reevesby Island.

Photo McCoy Society.
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Plate H.-Incubating male bird, and egg in excavated burrow.
Photo McCoy Society.



Photo McCoy Society.

Plate IlL-Downy chick only a few days old.
Photo McCoy Society•

.Plato IV.-Adult male bird removed from burrow in which it
was incubating.
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area at the northern end there was not a single burrow. The
colony is a large one. The burrows are all made around· the
clumps of vegetation and are usually long and extremely tor
tuous. It is a remarkable thing that so feeble-looking a bird
can manage to drive its tunnels into the rather hard red soil
on Reevesby. The tunnels twist about in all directions, for
when the bird encounters a hard piece of travertine it attempts
to go round it and, if that is impossible, strikes off in another
direction. In this way many of the burrows became forked
and complicated by side. tunnels and loops. One burrow that
was carefully excavated' had three entrances and two nesting
chambers; one was occupied by a bird and the other contained
one egg. The plan of this burrow is shown-in Figure 1.

Figure I.-Complicated nesting burrow excavated. on. Reevesby
Island, December 8th, 1936.

. In one complicated burrow. excavated. on December 8th, a
male bird, was found sitting on two. eggs-the only instance in
which two. eggs were found in one nest. It is probable that
these complicated burrows are caused tby .an excavating bird
striking a burrow originally made,' by' another bird and finally
taking possession of the whole system; but two birds were never
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found in the same burrow, however complicated. Upon the
islands of the Sir Joseph Banks group, such as Blyth Island,
where the soil consists entirely of loose sand, the burrows are
made amidst the roots of the nitraria bushes. So large are
the holes and so much sand is piled about the entrances that,
without opening a burrow, it is difficult to believe that they are
the work of so small a bird. The first impression is that some much
larger petrel, or even a Mutton Bird, must be. responsible -for
the burrows. On certain islands of the group, such as Langton,
the surface is so extremely mined; by the birds that it is almost
Impossible to walk even a few yards without breaking into the'
burrow of some unfortunate bird. For the mosn part the birds
are silent during the daytime, but, on occasions, large areas of
a rookery will become vocal with the little grunting coos of the
sitting birds.

, The chief enemies of the petrels on Reevesby Island are the
numerous black tiger snakes, which at the time of our visit were
living on the adult birds. Snakes, killed as they lay outside the
burrows early in the morning almost invariably contained, an
adult petrel only partly digested. Two' snakes killed on one
small area each contained a petrel; in the one the bird lay in
the stomach with its head lowest, and in the other the position.
was reversed. Judging from the numbers of the snakes and'
their extreme fatness, they must take heavy toll of the birds
'during their stay in the islands. On, all the islands upon which.
colonies of breeding birds! are established the Pacific Gulls, most
murderous: of birds, secure their victims; and on certain islands
they are' preyed on by hawks. It is much to be. regretted that
goats have been turned down on Sibsey Island, for their tramp
ling of the burrows is endangering the petrel colony. Besides
the rock parrots, which seem to use the petrel's burrows before
their rightful owners occupy them, a cricket iNeomobiue sp.)
was almost invariably present ,in the burrows. The. cricket
is an. insect that lives in dark places, and so probably only uses
the petrel's burrow as safe retreat} but the birds appeared in
no way to resent their presence, even when half a dozen crickets
occupied the nesting chamber.

From 'illy experience of the nesting areas on South Australian
islands the breeding season would seem to be prolonged- and
somewhat irregular. Fresh eggs have been found from Novern-:
bel' 19th to December 31st; newly-hatched young fronr'December
23rd .to February, 20th, and the earliest date on which 'young
were noted as having left the nest was February 24th. The
newly-hatched chick is covered with a fine grey down, with the
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exception of the region round the eye, the base of the bill and
the throat, which are bare. The first plumage is identical
with that of the adult, the down being gradually shed' until only
a few stray down feathers adhere to the tail 'coverts when the
bird is ready to leave the nest. The parents leave the young
by day from the moment of its hatching.

The average measurements of 16 eggs from Reevesby Island
are 35.8 x 25.7 mm. The maximum measurements are 38 x 26.and
37 x 2'6.5. The minimum measurements 34.5 x 26 and 36.5 x

'24.5. Of these 16 eggs, 6 are without any trace of markings,
~ow ,a very few and almost microscopic brown specks at
the larger end, and one shows fairly large brown dots instead
of the minute specks. Only on one occasion was a bird found
sitting on two eggs, and these eggs were identical in measure
ments (36 x 2'6), and were similarly speckled.

In the Sir Joseph Banks group the birds breed on Winceby,
Marum.iPartnoy, Lusby, Blyth, Hareby, Duffield Little Spilsby,
Kirkby, Langton, Sibsey, Dalby, and Roxby, In South Austra
lian waters thev also breed on Four Hummocks find Price Island.
Mr. Andrew Galley, when resident on the 'Weclge,informed me

, that the storm petrels breed on the southern end of the island;
but during my visit. in February, 1936, I was unable to locate.
their nesting area. , Mr. Arnold, of St. Francis Island, was
acquainted with 'breeding colonies on Masillon and Fenelon
Islands in Nuyt's archipelago, but I have never had the oppor
tunity of landing on these islands. In addition to the South
Australian islands, Pelaqodronui .has many' breeding stations in
the Bass Strait (Ninth, Petrel, Penguin, Stack, Three Hum
mocks, Isabella Rock, etc.}; in Western Australia (Abrolhos,
etc.), and in several islands off the coasts of New South 'Wales.
It is a remarkable fact that, although its numbers on our
Southern Australian islands must run into millions, it is very
rarely seen at sea by daylight. Only once, in the course of a
great many journeys in interstate liners and lighthouse ships.
have I observed the bird at sea off our coasts, and on ,this
occasion it was a solitary bird returning 'at dusk. It is very
strange how these multitudes of birds disappear by daylight, and
it is all the more remarkable since other species of, Storm Petrel
are so commonly seen from ships.

The average measurements .of incubating is birds fr0111'
Reevesby, taken during December, 1936, are as followst-e-Wing,
155.3 mm.; tarsus,42.3; bill, 16.6 x 7.
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For young ~ birds in adult plumage, but with down still
adhering to the tail coverts, from Reevesby, taken in February,
1936:-\'i

'ing,
133.7 mm.; tarsus,38.7; bill, 16.? x 6.5.

CAll photos were taken during December, 1936, on Reevesby
Island, Sir Joseph Banks group, Spencer Gulf.)
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